
Escape Wife 57 

Chapter 57: I Just Want You to Be with Me 

“Nicole!” 

Samuel never thought that Nicole would be so emotional, scaring him to shake her and press her 

shoulder 

He got panicked instantly. 

Samuel called the doctor. The doctor examined Nicole and said that it's just her mood fluctuated too 

much. The shock caused by the excitement was okay now, but Samuel was still a little scared. 

He used to be worse than this, but he didn't notice her mental capacity to be so poor. Now what the hell 

is going on? 

“Doctor, are there any other problems with her body?” 

Samuel was really worried. 

The doctor shook his head and said, “Her physical fitness is not very good. I found that she may not have 

finished her confinement after giving birth, and her body has a lot of hidden disease and needs to be 

slowly nursed.” 

Hearing the doctor's words, Samuel frowned slightly. 

“Is it serious?” 

“A lot of women's illnesses need to be slowly adjusted.” 

“I see, try to take good care of her.” 

Samuel walked out after speaking. 

He wanted to smoke a little. 

Since meeting with Nicole, the addiction seems to be growing. 

Samuel put the cigarette in his hand and played with it. 

When Nicole woke up, Samuel was gone, and she was relieved and thought of Lucas Bush. 

“Kent, what about Lucas?” 

She called Olivia directly. 

Olivia said, “Lucas Bush was picked up by Samuel's assistant. It’s said that Joseph Green was looking for 

him, what happened?” 

Nicole's heart sank all of a sudden. 

It seems that Samuel is serious. 

“Nothing, I am just asking.” 



Nicole hung up. 

She couldn't let Olivia get involved again. 

“Samuel! Where are you, Samuel?” 

Nicole was anxious to find Samuel, but there was no Samuel in the room. 

She got out of bed in a hurry and jumped out of the ward. 

As soon as Samuel and the company's executives finished talking on the phone, he saw Nicole running 

out hop by hop like a  

rabbit, looking very anxious. 

He hurried over. 

“Why are you running around with a hurt leg?” 

After speaking, he didn't wait for Nicole to respond, and directly hugged Nicole and returned to the 

ward. 

wished to slap him, but Lucas Bush was 

but now it looks like Samuel is trying to step into 

blame. 

and said, “Will you let my 

Samuel stunned slightly. 

not the 

but why she would rather be her lover, and aggrieved herself 

trust 

to know the existence of Lucas Bush so 

Why? 

he couldn't see 

and look 

and angry, forbearing but 

you promised to be my woman. But if you take him away after 

the hell 

Nicole was really anxious. 

was polite to Lucas Bush because he had a little conscience, and now it seems that everything is under 

his calculation. His purpose is to let 



and lead her into the 

whispered, “As long as you don't hurt Lucas, I 

Samuel even more 

can rest assured, as long as you are satisfied with me, I will let the boy return to you, but not now. After 

a while, I will arrange all the teachers and students of the kindergarten to 

“Samuel!” 

Nicole couldn't bear it. 

just a 

go there, and the teacher will follow. What else are you 

words directly stunned 

Kindergarten teachers will go? 

other words, Olivia will 

Yes! 

Who is Samuel? 

there will be no one left to 

is his good friend, how could 

the same as 

better pray that my son is fine. If he has a little problem, I will kill 

for Lucas Bush made Samuel feel 

not his original intention, but he couldn't help it 

keep Nicole with him, but there was no proper reason. Since she 

would not force her, but he would not let 

in the past five years really scared him. He managed to seize this opportunity, and even if she hated him 

and complained about him, he would never let 

you are playing it nice, I will naturally treat you and your 

nicely? Aren't you afraid of Riley to make trouble with you? You are not afraid of your 

your son that I am your lover and 

words were 
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where do 

“Green Family!” 

Samuel's words frustrated Nicole. 

Family? You're not 

the Green Family. Riley is just borrowing. There is nothing she needs to agree to, and from now on, she 

will not appear in the Green Family again. 

Samuel familiar to 

he say such a thing five years 

time that woman 
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